IT Outsourcing from a
Board Member’s Perspective
In early 2019, the leadership team at Greenville
University—a private, faith-based institution
of approximately 1,000 students in Greenville,
Illinois—faced a common problem with no easy
solution. “We were struggling with too many
programs that were not paying their way and we
needed to have a headcount adjustment,” recalls
Steve Ellsworth, the chairman of Greenville’s
Business Affairs Committee (BAC) and a board
member since 2018.
Ellsworth, his fellow committee members, and Greenville’s
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Making the Case
After speaking at length with Greenville’s BAC and cabinet members, Dynamic Campus recommended a
standard outsourcing engagement that would welcome the Greenville IT team to their own deep roster of higher
education IT professionals deployed on campus and remotely across the country.
The Greenville team members would remain on campus,
continuing to support the institution as before, often
with better compensation and benefits than smaller
institutions can offer.
Those team members would then be augmented and
supported by Dynamic Campus’s Shared Services roster
of platform, system and functional experts that could be
engaged on demand, based on the university’s changing
needs—essentially giving Greenville the IT capabilities of a
large, public institution at a price that fit Greenville’s budget.
“For me, the key was understanding the cost-benefit analysis
and what the cashflow is going to look like in an outsourcing
model like that,” said Howard Costley, a member of the BAC
and a Greenville board member for 10 years. “In the midst
of significant financial pressure, we knew we needed this,

but it was a huge cost, and what was the return going to be?
When is the payback going to occur?”
Once the BAC and Dynamic Campus totaled existing
spending on IT—including personnel, contracts, hardware,
software, other technology needs and human resources
support—the modeling supported a 100% ROI by the end of
year one of the outsourcing contract alone, according to Davis.
Satisfied with the projected cost/benefit analysis, GU’s
leadership turned their attention to the transition
itself. “Not everybody’s comfortable with outsourcing,”
said Ellsworth. “A lot of people think you should keep
everything in house, so we had to struggle through that.
We knew the fact that employees of Greenville were going
to become employees of [Dynamic Campus], would not
be a popular decision either.”

Making the Transition
Once the BAC and Board of Directors voted to approve the engagement with Dynamic Campus, plans were
made to conduct the transition in September 2019. Despite what Ellsworth characterized as having some
“painful moments” getting GU’s IT team transitioned over and getting them the skills training they needed to
get up to date, the transition began paying dividends right away.
Ellsworth was on campus for a meeting a few months after
the transition, and he came across a 28-year veteran of the
IT team. “He pulled me aside and said, ‘that was the right
decision and I’m glad we did it.’”
Costley agrees. “I would say my eyes were opened after we
had entered into the contract, and I think it was the first or
second report that [the BAC] got from Dynamic Campus.
They’d had enough time to look and see what the state of
our systems and the process was. We knew there was work
to be done, but it was even more extensive than I think we
had anticipated.”
The IT team had been doing the best they could, but they’d
simply been overwhelmed by the crush of support needs
across campus that had continued to grow. But 18 months
later, it’s a different story on Greenville’s campus.
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Making a Difference
Ellsworth equates the IT function to refereeing a sporting event: They’ve done their job if IT’s not a topic of
conversation. “And that’s the way IT is now with Greenville,” he says. “It’s not a topic. It’s a completely different
world. It’s the world the way it ought to be. It just works.”
The impact of having the nationwide Shared Services team
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Making the Right Move
Higher education is under unprecedented pressure from a variety of fronts, accelerated by the coronavirus
pandemic. This pressure is shouldered by board members expected to use their own experience to help
institutional leadership make the right decisions and mitigate risk, which can be difficult to do when you don’t
know where the issues lie.
Given the growing reliance of higher education on IT,
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To find out how IT outsourcing can help you minimize
your institution’s risk, maximize your existing technology
investments and staff, and ensure you have all the IT
scalability and skills your institution needs to succeed
today and tomorrow, visit DynamicCampus.com.
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